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Blijplantje Detox plant

Blijplantje Detox ( Jiaogulan), also called "immortality herb" and also known from Chinese and Ayurvedic herbalism will be presented. Waste products or toxins are substances that come from the outside, including from food, medicines and substances that the body itself produces from incomplete digestion, intestinal problems such as constipation and stress.

An excess of waste can lead to fatigue, mental decline and organ damage. In Western and Eastern naturopathy, experience with detox cures has been gained for centuries.



Contact:
Blijplantje / De Gezonde Verleiding
Ms. Miranda Bakker
Beeren Steinerlaan 65
1406 NR Bussum
Netherlands
Fon: +31620002629
E-Mail: info@blijplantje.nl
----------------------------------------
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Worm farm Plastia - grey recyclate

The worm farm is an interior container in which earthworms transform organic waste from households into vermicompost and worm tea. This way you get a high-quality 100 per cent organic fertilizer for growing both indoor and outdoor plants.

It will surprise you with its compact size. You will find a place for it even in the smallest kitchen. The grey composter has been made of recycled material and you should know, that slight colour instability is a natural property of this material, and so the colours of the individual parts of the product might differ slightly. These do not affect the function of the product. The package includes two trays (15 litre each).

Contact:
Plastia s.r.o.
Ms. Ivana Ovesna
Na Pankraci 1062/58
140 00 Praha
Czech Republic
Fon: +420566667001
Fax: +4205666005
E-Mail: ovesna@plastia.cz
----------------------------------------
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Santini Maverick White

The Santini assortment has been expanded with a beauty: Santini Maverick White. Available through Santini growers Richard van Schie and G. Van Steekelenburg.

Maverick White is a beautiful pompon santini with a fresh green center. The first reactions from the trade are very positive. The vase life is more than excellent. The stems are strong and the centre remains fresh green during the entire flowering period. Maverick White also performs very well during cultivation. Because of its uniformity, this variety offers many advantages for the grower.

With Maverick White a real Maverick family has been created. Maverick Sunny was introduced some time ago and has proven itself in shelf life and uniformity. This autumn it is expected to introduce Maverick Orange. 

Contact:
Floritec
Frau Daphne Hoogeveen
Van Hemessenkade 7
2481 BG Woubrugge
Netherlands
Fon: +31653863052
E-Mail: daphne@floritec.eu
----------------------------------------
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TASPO: The newspaper for the Green Market goes mobile

Up-to-date horticulture news, comprehensive knowledge and the latest developments from all specialist areas of the green industry. With the TASPO app you are always up to date.

Every week, TASPO reports in detail on topics from all areas of the Green Market, whether production, services or trade. Regular specials - TASPO Garden Market, TASPO Trade Fair Journal, TASPO dossier, TASPO Christmas Tree - provide additional information about varieties, important events and developments in the garden center sector.

The app offers you:

l Reading pleasure: An e-paper with visual and audiovisual added value
l Archive: Keep track of your personal expenses
l Search function: Search all your issues using keywords
l Flexibility: Read when and where you want, whether in mobile or browser view
First published in 1867, TASPO is the oldest and highest-circulation weekly newspaper for the entire Green Market. The TASPO app now offers e-papers that correspond to the digital transformation of the publishing world and the green industry. 

 

Contact:
Haymarket Media GmbH
Frau Silke Burkert
Frankfurter Str. 3d
38122 Braunschweig
Germany
Fon: +49531380040
Fax: +495313800425
E-Mail: silke.burkert@haymarket.de
----------------------------------------
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A tile of green

Three sustainably grown perennials in a beautiful gift tray with which up to three patio tiles can be easily replaced. The ideal push to swap gray for green. Available in six themes.

Contact:
Vergroen je Leven
Ms. Jacky Michels
Ericssonstraat 2
5121 ML Rijen
Netherlands
Fon: +31624833461
E-Mail: jacky@vergroenjeleven.nl
----------------------------------------
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AS 1200 spray blower now also features the CAS battery pack

The AS 1200 battery-powered spray blower is designed to be used as an attachment in conjunction with a sprayer from Birchmeier’s “Accu-Power” range. The manufacturer has now upgraded the spray blower to 36 volts by coupling two CAS (Cordless Alliance System) 18-volt battery packs that are attached side by side.

The powerful LiHD batteries, the voltage increase and extremely low-resource energy efficiency increase the battery-powered spray blower’s run time by approximately 50 per cent. What’s more, the highest blower level (the turbo level), which was previously limited to 30 seconds, can now be used permanently. As such, large ranges can be covered during the entire operating time.

Birchmeier has developed a handy 2-in-1 solution for attaching the battery packs: the unit containing the two battery packs can either be attached to the backpack sprayer or worn as a hip belt, for example when using wheelbarrow sprayers.

The spray blower optimises the application of pesticides and plant strengtheners, whether users are aiming to spray a specific area with pin-point accuracy or cover dense foliage, hedges or flat areas. The choice of different nozzle types and spray pressures enables users to make the right adjustments to suit the application in question. Using a low blower level results in a light airflow capable of moving leaves in close range, meaning that the droplets will land perfectly on the foliage and gently moisten both the upper and lower sides of each leaf. The blower power can be increased to hurricane level, the spray pressure can be adjusted and the nozzle type can potentially be changed for higher applications (up to 13 metres).

This new process enables users to penetrate their plants better and hence increase effectiveness. The process also saves spray solution because more of it lands on the plant, it is distributed better and less of it is lost when spraying. It prevents almost all unwanted spray drift.

Contact:
Birchmeier Sprühtechnik AG
Herr Peter Hölzer
Im Stetterfeld 1
5608 Stetten
Switzerland
Fon: +41564858181
Fax: +412202920033
E-Mail: peter.hoelzer@birchmeier.com
----------------------------------------
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The new one: Air So Pure® Phlebodium Davana™

Air So Pure® Phlebodium Davana™ is an extraordinary blue fern which purifies the air with its serrated, grey-blue leaves. "The new one" had been discovered by the grower Raadschelders Varens among the well-known and popular Phlebodium Blue Star. After years of experimentation and cultivation, Air So Pure® Phlebodium Davana™ had been added to the fern family.

Contact:
Air So Pure
Mr. Ronald van Schie
Venus 343
2675 LP Honselersdijk
Netherlands
Fon: +31642771519
E-Mail: ronald@airsopure.nl
----------------------------------------
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DIAMOND® double collection

The diamond is the hardest material found in nature and has also been loved for centuries for its beauty and purity. This also characterizes the double-flowered varieties from the Diamond® collection, which are specially selected for bright colours and above-average shelf life.

Contact:
Slijkerman Kalanchoë
Ms. Marije van Diepen-Koel
Veenhuizerweg 40a
1704 DP Heerhugowaard
Netherlands
Fon: +31725711502
E-Mail: marketing@slijkerman.nl
----------------------------------------
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Pot Spacing Machine

IDEAAL features a unique top platform for picking up and separating round plastic plant pots. Specially designed for outdoor cultivation on container fields, this platform is also available on a rolling chassis with a combustion engine under the name IDEAAL SHERPA. This machine has considered a considerable weight saving compared to an electrically powered machine, making it particularly suitable for use on container fields.

A number of platforms are available. These ten or twelve chain channel platforms are suitable for a variety of pot sizes and pot qualities. The chain channels are infinitely adjustable to the correct width. This allows you to adjust the pressure on the side of the pot to just the right pressure point where the pot will clamp best, regardless of the hardness and quality of the plastic. With a maximum room width of 32 centimetre, it is possible to create an infinite amount of space in length. The deck allows you to separate the plant pots lengthwise and widthwise. The machine can put the pots straight and diagonally.

l Infinitely adjustable gutter width, with which the machine can be quickly adapted to other pot sizes.
l The machine can place the pots in two directions.
l The machine is equipped with a diagonal system, in which the pots can be placed not in straight rows, but also in diagonal rows. This ensures that the mutual planting distance is the same in all directions.
l The machine can stand, move and pick up plants.
l The recording capacity can reach up to 12000 pots / hour depending on the driving distance.
l The machine has a modular structure, which means the upper deck can be exchanged for an upper deck with different functions.
l The machine has a width, which makes it easier to maneuver.
l The machine is suitable for outdoor use in all weather conditions.
Contact:
IDEAAL b.v.
Mr. Koen Lemmen
Expeditiestraat 21
5961 PX Horst
Netherlands
Fon: +31773981256
E-Mail: koen@ideaal.eu
----------------------------------------
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The water reservoir system of HAWITA-technoplant

The water reservoir system of Hawita-technoplant is ingeniously simple and therefore just awesome. A plate separates the water reservoir from the potting soil (substrate). Hereby we keep the roots well-drained and avoid waterlogging and roting.

The ambient temperature evaporates the water in the water reservoir and humidifies the potting soil (substrate) from underneath. The roots of freshly planted plants will reach the plate of the water reservoir after ten to 14 days. Then they will generate water roots and will be able to realize a demand water supply for the plants. That is why it is necessary to water the plants »from above« during the first growth period. After that you can use the refill tube for watering.

Overflow holes keep the roots well-drained. The water reservoir system of Hawita-technoplant allows a gentle use of the valuable resource water. Hereby you can protect the environment. 

Contact:
Hawita Gruppe GmbH
Frau Alexandra Goerlitz
Hans-Tabeling-Str. 1
49377 Vechta
Germany
Fon: +494441939559
Fax: +494441939544
E-Mail: a.goerlitz@hawita.de
----------------------------------------
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Hydrangea variety

Pellens presents its Hydrangea variety: Hydrangea macrophylla, Hydrangea paniculata, Hydrangea arborescens, Hortensia, Everbloom, You&Me and Schloss Moyland.

Contact:
Pellens Hortensien
Mr. Andreas Pellens
St.-Adelheid-Weg 9
47608 Geldern
Germany
Fon: +492831134010
Fax: +4928311340129
E-Mail: andreas@pellens-hortensien.de
----------------------------------------
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D-Tect®plus: made of NIR-detectable recycled plastic and Cyclos HTP certified

The D-Tect®plus is a new addition to the Desch Plantpark existing range: a sustainable solution based on recycled plastic, mainly post-industrial (PIR). D-Tect®plus can be separated from waste using near infrared (NIR) technology, and can also be separated from heavier plastics as it floats on water. D-Tect®plus is therefore Cyclos HTP certified, the highest standard for plastic recycling.

D-Tect®plus is available in the colour terracotta as standard. The most common pot sizes for both the light grey and dark grey versions will be kept in stock. The colours olive green, taupe, and white with grey interior are available on request. The D-Tect®plus range will be further expanded over the next few months with various other colours. D-Tect®plus flowerpots, which are characterised by their grey interiors, are also ideal for printing. 

Contact:
Desch Plantpak B.V.
Herr Kees Waqué
Altenaweg 12
5145 PC Waalwijk
Netherlands
Fon: +31416562426
Fax: +31416562488
E-Mail: kees.waque@desch.nl
----------------------------------------
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Green Trend Report 2022-2023

At the beginning of March 2022, the Green Trend Report 2022-2023 was published, which was created in cooperation with Floramedia, the Elho Group and Royal Lemkes.

"Rethinking the future" is the red thread sewn through the trends, ideas and innovations described in the report. The three partners hope to awaken nothing short of a green revolution by inspiring everyone in the horticultural industry to think, work and grow in a new and sustainable way.

Contact:
Floramedia
Ms. Rowan van Asten
Kleine Steng 1
1551 NC Westzaan
Netherlands
Fon: +31 75 6476476
E-Mail: rowan.vanasten@floramedia.nl
----------------------------------------
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Power drive EWA 50

· Extremely quiet, self-locking double worm gear with integrated end position shutdown and with long service life, maintenance-free

· Universal mounting due to standard mounting at the rear or side left (symmetrical)

· Standard foot mount with 70mm center distance or optional 60 milimetre

· End position limit control unit LSC 40AC/DC incl. additional limit switch; optional precision gear limit switch END 20

· Single-phase motors pre-wired with connection cable and integrated winding protection contact

· Replacement compatible with EWA10/12

Contact:
Lock Antriebstechnik GmbH
Frau Corina Wetzel
Freimut-Lock-Str. 2
88521 Ertingen
Germany
Fon: +49737195080
Fax: +497371950880
E-Mail: cwe@lcokdrives.com
----------------------------------------
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New label holder series "Windsafe"

Printack presents its brand new label holder series "Windsafe" for A4/A5 displays, adjustable in height and inclination, to be stuck in the ground or to be set up as required.

The proven "Windsafe4-190" label is now available in two additional label sizes with the appropriate stakes.

Contact:
PRINTACK
Herr Matej Usenik
. Z.A. de L'Eglisette
34190 Moules et Baucels
France
Fon: +49699408953
Fax: +33467734924
E-Mail: matej.printack@printack.com
----------------------------------------
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Hydrangea in super quality for a top summer

By applying innovative cultivation methods, FlorArbo has been known for its super-quality Hydrangea for more than ten years.
The plants are well hardened off, with strong branches and delivered in the same bud stage throughout the season.
As a garden centre, this is a top product from June to the end of September.

Other flowering ornamental bushes are also produced in this way.

Contact:
FlorArbo bv
Herr Luc Bonte
Haanhout Straat 52
9080 Beervelde
Belgium
Fon: +3293553737
Fax: +3293553858
E-Mail: luc@florarbo.com
----------------------------------------
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”It always amazed me how much plastic is used for a natural product, Plantics wants to change that”

About five ears ago I came into contact with Plantics. I have always worked in floriculture. The reason I came to Plantics is that it has always amazed me how much plastic is used for a natural product. Plantics wants to change that and I am happy that I can now help in this wonderful sustainable development in floriculture.

How did Plantics come about?
Plantics originated as a spin-off from the University of Amsterdam. During tests within a research project aimed at biodiesel, a certain substance remained at the bottom of the tank. The biodiesel project failed. However, the substance that remained in the tank turned out to be an important discovery that has further developed Plantics into a new family of strong, 100 per cent natural and biodegradable resins. Various natural CO2 negative materials and products are now being developed with these bioresins, such as furniture and panels made of hemp fibres, wood chips, posts and insulating foams. The bioresin can now also be used to reinforce paper products such as plant pots.

How are the cultivation pots produced?
At the moment we use paper pots that are treated with our bio resin. This makes the pots much stronger (even when they get wet), and they are much less sensitive to mold and algae. The aim is that this DOPA pot can be used for cultivation, sale and possibly also put in the garden. For example, in the entire process from cultivation to planting in the garden, zero plastic is needed, which makes it sustainable. The development is not over yet, a team of young researchers is also trying to make the pots resistant to long-term and very humid cultivation, because there are different needs for each product and target group.

 

Contact:
Plantics B.V.
Mr. Martin Lekkerkerk
Westervoortsedijk 73 BF
6827 AV Arnhem
Netherlands
Fon: +31263036040
E-Mail: martin@lgreenb.eu
----------------------------------------
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Liquid silicon fertilizer Sili-Fert P

Sili-Fert P is a liquid silicon fertilizer enriched with micronutrients. All silicon is a 100 per cent soluble and 100 per cent available for plant uptake. The product is easy to apply by irrigation water dosage or foliar application.

Dosing Sili-Fert P correctly and following the optimal treatment frequency, will allow the plants to develop their maximal natural resistance against abiotic stress.

Contact:
Roam Technology N.V.
Mr. Ruben Hauglustaine
I.Z. Poot Genk 6835, Geleenlaan 24
3600 Genk
Belgium
Fon: +3289440042
E-Mail: ruben.hauglustaine@roamtechnology.com
----------------------------------------
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FUJI 17: A new high shape container

Fuji 17 is the first size in the new range of high shape containers, offering an optimal solution for logistics purposes. This series is of course fully adapted to automation and offers a perfect drainage thanks to its three-tier multi-hole star-shaped base.

Labelling is possible either by using one of the four G2 label slots or by thermo-sealing a label on the high rim of the container.

Available in two versions (with or without label slots) and four colours (Black 01 / Terracotta 17 / Grey WD and Taupe WE).

Contact:
Soparco
Ms. Myriam Tobeilem
. Z.I. Le Musset
61110 Condé sur Huisne
France
Fon: +33 233 733074
Fax: +33233733806
E-Mail: m.tobeilem@soparco.com
----------------------------------------
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PAT Enterprise software

The company presents the software for the plant administation and trade for horticulture.

Contact:
Plug-Plant Software GmbH
Herr Christian Mädler
Zur Dalbek 51
21039 Börnsen
Germany
Fon: +4940720044412
Fax: 040720044419
E-Mail: cm@pplant.de
----------------------------------------
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New Kenzane for minimalist floral splendour

Different formats, different sizes – the new Kenzane form the basis for even more creative Ikebana. Six new models in the shapes SQUARE, QUARTER and SUN & MOON expand the product range of H&R.

They form the basis for even more creativity and additional application possibilities in the artful, minimalist form of flower arranging. 




Contact:
H&R GmbH
Herr Dieter Koschorrek
Osemundstraße 4
58636 Iserlohn
Germany
Fon: +492371953160
Fax: +4923719531616
E-Mail: dieter@the-wire-man.com
----------------------------------------
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MANKAR R-atomiser - the new generation of MANKAR spraying systems

The latest generation of MANKAR atomisers, the R model, allows economical application of biological herbicides as well as herbicide mixtures that require a larger application rate.

Until now, MANKAR ULV Sprayers of Mantis GmbH have been known for the economic spraying of undiluted herbicides ensuring optimal coverage and as in more and more application areas, the use of traditional herbicides are being restricted, the ULV-technology had to be further developed. Mantis, with almost 50 years of experience in environmentally friendly spraying technology, has now modernised the MANKAR atomiser in such a way that biological agents and mixtures that require a much higher application rate as traditional herbicides can also be sprayed successfully, whilst maintaining much of the advantages of the patented technology.

To limit drift, the new "R" atomiser is equipped with a round spray shield with a diameter of 35 centimetre and is available together with the MANKAR Carry and Drive units.

Hiske Weissmann, Managing Director of Mantis ULV sprayers explains: "Although ULV technology is still used very successfully in different domains, our customers needed a device that could spray more volume. More and more people want to spray alternative products to glyphosate. However, these agents are usually less efficient and require more litres per hectare to achieve a satisfactory result. The existing MANKAR segment rotary atomiser could not always cope with this increased volume. With the new R-atomiser, we have brought MANKAR to "5.0" level, so to speak, and can now offer our customers solutions for a much wider range of products, including organic herbicides."

 

For more information: www.mantis-ulv.com

Contact:
MANTIS ULV-Sprühgeräte GmbH
Frau Sandra Angele
Vierlander Str. 11a
21502 Geesthacht
Germany
Fon: +49415284590
Fax: +494152845911
E-Mail: s.angele@mantis-ulv.com
----------------------------------------
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Moss panels

Nature's Green presents a preview of its new own moss panels production which will perfectly match to their Bio-Montage collection.

Contact:
Nature´s Green BV
Herr Robert van Aerts
Bijsterhuizen 5028
6604 LZ Wijchen
Netherlands
Fon: +31773030420
E-Mail: robert@naturesgreen.nl
----------------------------------------
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Organic Soil Exotic

Floragard Organic Soil Exotic! is a peat-free organic special soil, suitable for repotting orchids and other perennial plants. It consists of 100 per cent natural raw materials such as pine bark or coconut chips.

For four to six weeks, the vegan organic fertiliser Flora Veggie Power provides the plants with all important nutrients - this means healthy growth and magnificent flowering, all without animal ingredients. The vegan fertiliser may also be used in organic farming as well as in controlled organic agriculture and horticulture. Therefore, this soil is safe for humans and pets.

Contact:
Floragard Vertriebs-GmbH
Frau Birte Staggenborg
Gerhard-Stalling-Str. 7
26135 Oldenburg
Germany
Fon: +4944120920
Fax: +494412092128
E-Mail: staggenborg@floragard.de
----------------------------------------
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Experts for vegetable plants

With great care for quality and hygiene Fortaplant has been producing a range of warm vegetable plants in the greenhouses in Maasbree and Panningen for years. Fortaplant also supplies starting material for soft fruit, rooted cutting and ornamental cultivation products. A professional team takes care of the cultivation and finishing of young plants on a daily basis.

Through a tailor-made approach, high-quality customer-specific products are supplied to professional tomato, cucumber, bell pepper and fruit growers and large retail chain stores.
In addition to the Dutch market, Fortaplant is also active in Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Poland.

Contact:
Fortaplant B.V.
Frau Esther van Rooijen
Zonneveld 23
5993 SG Masbree
Netherlands
Fon: +31773071907
E-Mail: esther@fortapland.nl
----------------------------------------


